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1. Abstract interpretation
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the protagonist and narrator Smith is a young criminal 
from the working class, who is in a Borstal. with the help 
of  flashbacks we are told how he got into the Borstal. 
Smith robs a bakery and is caught by the police shortly 
thereafter.

Midway through the short story the reader gets to know 
Smiths past. his father died due to a heart attack and 
Smith was the one who found him lying dead on the liv-
ing room carpet. Due to the death, the family got a lot of  
money with witch they could afford a high standard of  
living without going to work. the kids spent their days in 
front of  the new tv, the mother had fun with diverse men 
in the new bed she bought from the money.
for Smith it was uncommon to go to work for earning 
money. his mother did not work an was able to spent lots 
of  money without doing anything for it.
this is why Smith and his Cousin decided to rob the bak-
ery. the wanted money but didn’t want to work hard for 
it. Smith got into trouble with the police before but his 
mother was always able to protect him.

Smith has his own moral principles. Already at the begin-
ning of  the story he describes his resentment and deep 
anger against the upper class. in the Governor he sees 
the personification of  the class enemy. his highest vir-
tue is “honesty” by which he does not mean respect for 
other people’s property, but rather the sincerity to himself, 
which also helps him to preserve his self-respect.
Smith sees himself  as a victim of  society from which there 
is no escape.
the governor lets him train for a long distance runs out-
side the prison walls. the Blue ribbon Prize Cup is all the 
Governor is focused on and knows that with Smith they 
are in for a chance of  winning it. he notifies Smith that 
winning the race provides further benefits. Smith pretends 
to go with the offer.

while running he is able to reflect on his thoughts and 
during his training he works on a strategy to gain a victory 
over the hated governor. An escape during training would 
be possible but for Smith it is no option.
Smith thinks the Governor is treating him and everyone 
else in the race just like racehorses. he believes, as he is 
from a lower class, that the Governor sees Smith as noth-
ing but a pawn in his chess game. Smith anguishes the op-
portunity where he could potentially show the Governor 
that he is control of  his own life. he believes that if  he is 
true to himself  and his social ranking he is being honest.

he trains very hard and has a chance to win on race day. 
Just before the finish line, he stops before the eyes of  the 
governor and waits to be overtaken by other runners.
By abdicate on the victory he stays true to his personal 
morals and also ensures a humiliation and abasement of

the governor. By losing the race for the governor he has 
won the war against him and them. he shows them that 
he is in control of  what he does. After getting out of  jail, 
they tried to get him into army but he wasn’t able to go 
because of  the disease he got as consequence of  going to 
Borstal. Smith keeps on steeling after coming out of  the 
borstal.

the short story has many autobiographic elements. Allan 
Silitoe was born in a family of  the working class in eng-
land 1930s. his father often was unemployed and couldn’t 
pay for the bills. he even was arrested for his debt. his 
mother worked in the industry to earn some money for 
the family. Silitoe left school at the age of  14 and worked 
in the same industry his father and mother did before him. 
later, he joined the air force. After coming back from war, 
he got tuberculosis and got retired by the age of  21. Silitoe 
was member of  the “Angry Young Men”, 
an association of  British writers who expressed their dis-
pleasure about the inequalities in society. 

running is often compared to life by Smith. A constant, 
monotonous shifting which you cannot escape. this mo-
notony and hopelessness is accompanied by recurring al-
literation as “trot-trot-trot” (S12), or slap-slap-slap “(S12). 
while running Smith feels that he is alive, but at the same 
time exposed to the pressure of  running as he has knows 
no other option. while running, he feels free and like the 
first man on earth. the loneliness that he feels while run-
ning is a positive one. 

During the run, he is able to sort his thoughts and work 
on a plan for the race. Smith is lonely in two ways. on the 
one hand he is depressed in the solitude of  the class strug-
gle in which he attempts to stand alone against a superior 
force. on the other side, the loneliness he feels while run-
ning. A positive state, which helps him to think clearly and 
gives him a security and superiority.

Smith refers to himself  in the story often as a racehorse. 
with a victory in the race it is not him who gains fame and 
glory, he only gained appreciation for someone else. By 
winning the race Smith would help his opponents in the 
class struggle (“them”) to gain credit, which he knows to 
be prevented by the conscious sacrifice to win.
Smith has a very pessimistic view of  the world. the con-
flict of  the classes seems to be so hardened for him that 
there is no escape. Between the various levels of  society, 
there is no interaction for Smith, they separate from each 
other sharply and there is no exchange. he accepts his 
role as a victim of  society and therefore only seeks to re-
main true to his morals. through this social isolation, the 
protagonist sees himself  as a lonely fighter against over-
whelming odds, which he is not up to.

2. Sarah Stowasser Interpretation 

The Loneliness of the Longdistance runner
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“ everything is dead before it comes to life” - this phrase 
could be the summary of  the emotions that the main 
character has during his runs in the woods. the feeling of  
loneliness that allows him to think during his time apart 
of  the society. the young criminal has strict views of  the 
society and how he is been mistreated by it in the past. 
Considering the characters background, one must not 
wonder his disbelief  in the system. him parting himself  
from “them” shows the disrespect to the upper class and 
the authorities in the class society in the late 50’s. it is 
slightly difficult to understand how one can think in such 
a black/white way, where nothing in between the worlds 
exists. the main concept is his right against their right, 
his honesty against theirs. Sticking to your own points of  
view are so important to the main character that in our 
eyes he is causing damage mostly to himself. So the main 
question stays whether it is wise to loose for yourself  or 
to win for others. he sees himself  as the big winner, still 
running but still getting away.  

The Loneliness of the Longdistance runner

2. Viivi Moilanen Interpretation 
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i believe Smith uses running as a way to further isolate 
himself  from society, but reconnect with himself  and the 
world. when running he often referred himself  to being 
the first man alive, as the air was clear, the nature was just 
waking up and he was able to witness the sunrise with-
out anyone else around him. it was during this time that 
Smith was able to think. he considers this loneliness to be 
positive as he is no longer within the ‘us and them’ crowd, 
whereas just by himself.

unlike most athletes, who either think about game strate-
gies or zone out, Smith reflectes on life, his past and his 
future. it is during these moments of  thoughts you can 
identify the loneliness of  Smith. he enjoys being isolated 
from society and gives himself  a sense of  security, how-
ever he is stuck and he feels as though there is no escape 
from the class warfare which he is caught in. i believe he 
isn’t willing to try and change his life as he feels this is be-
ing dishonest to himself.

to win the race would mean Smith would gain the respect 
of  the governor and many people alike, however it is not 
him who would benefit from the win, instead the gover-
nor and his reputation. to lose the race, evidently Smith 
saw as a win. As he proved to the governor that by staying 
true to himself, where he grew up, was the true honesty 
and winning for someone else didn’t translate into hon-
esty, more so corrupt.
As Smith has socially isolated himself  from society and 
i think reality, i believe he doesn’t learn anything from 
being in Borstal, except what he thinks honesty means to 
him. After leaving prison he couldn’t be enrolled into the 
army because of  pleurisy, again a victory for him as he 
wasn’t being told what to do, instead he is living off  mon-
ey which he has stolen since being outside. he believes as 
the governor this contradicts what the governor sees to 
be how to be ‘an honest man’ he has won. however you 
can see Smith is not willing to learn and try to escape this 
social class warfare which is what he is trying to isolate 
himself  from, yet he is stuck on the same lonely path lead-
ing him nowhere in life.

The Loneliness of the Longdistance runner

3. Aaron Bettio-Sandlant Interpretation 
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4. lonely runner 

The Loneliness of the Longdistance runner

By the physical exertion we manage to think clearly or to 
sort our thoughts chaos. An impossible task for which 
even by intensive thinking no solution can be found, can 
suddenly be solved during sports. for this purpose, per-
haps the monotony of  the movement sequence in endur-
ance sports is partly responsible. A simple exercise in it-
self  that is repeated in an endless loop. By the duration 
and intensity of  the motion, the body comes into move-
ment and eventually to its power limits. through regular 
training and discipline, the power limit shifts so that on 
the one side the training can be done over a longer period 
of  time, on the other hand, it is possible to train longer in 
the power limit. the pulse and respiration are high.
Most athletes who do endurance sports don’t have a battle 
or race where they train for. the victory is irrelevant. Very 
few runners, cyclists and swimmers take part in competi-
tions to compare themselves with others and to be the 
first to cross a finish line.
 
Also, it is not possible for endurance sports differ greatly 
by tricks or technique from other athletes who are doing 
the same sport. A good cyclist does not differ in technique 
and appearance from another good cyclist. Same counts 
for runners, swimmers and every other endurance sports. 
the only trick is to go fast. the technique therefore is 
always the same. in endurance sports is more about the 
journey itself  that is covered. on this way the athlete is 
completely alone with himself  and his thoughts. in com-
bination with the effort the brain filters thoughts and is 
able to focus on the essentials.
this phenomenon can also be observed on Smith. By the 
monotonous running he manages to sort out his thoughts 
and develop a plan to humiliate the governor while re-
maining faithful to his own moral concepts.

it is also noticeable that Smith, like many endurance ath-
letes, is running alone. Being alone with the nature with 
the feeling to be the only person on earth, suggests a   
positive feeling of  loneliness and stimulate the thinking 
process. the athlete concentrates only on the motion an 
on the right respiration. there are no dangerous things on 
which the mind needs to concentrate on like for example 
at skiing. running is a kind of  meditation that allows the 
mind to sort out thoughts and feelings, to organise and to 
identify possible solutions.
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4. lonely runner 

The Loneliness of the Longdistance runner
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1. insert footnotes (if any)
2. insert footnotes (if any)

5. Interpretation 
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Gaston Bachelard was one of  europe’s leading philoso-
phers in the beginning of  the 20th century. his book “ 
the Poetics of  Space” is an interrogation of  the mean-
ing of  space as described in poetry. from intimate spaces 
such as houses, drawers and night dressers to wide ex-
panded ones such as forests.

 in the opening chapter Bachelard describes the interi-
ors of  a house, well known spaces to all of  us. the vari-
ous rooms and the furniture in them. he tries to trace 
the combination of  the poetic image and the subjective, 
which according to Bachelard considers the present image 
as well as everything we have seen and felt in the past. 
 the house for Bachelard is the place where all our per-
sonal expesiences come together. it is a sort of  a personal 
universe for all of  us. he examines the house as a product 
of  the soul through the poetic image and the literary ones 
which are found in poetry. “ to read the house is to read 
the soul.” 

 the dreamhouse according to Bachelard always has the 
memories of  the one we were born in. the image that 
we have of  our dreamhouse is a combination of  what 
we have experienced in the past. including the images of  
now combined with our personal experience of  protec-
tion, warm and privacy. he studies locations in the house 
as places of  intimacy. 

 Bachelard writes about images that children from various 
backrounds produce when asked to draw a house. how 
different memories may affect the image that a child has 
of  a home. for example the ones who had been through 
war tend to draw a house as a vertically streched very nar-
row type affected by their memories of  hiding in a closet 
during the bombings. where children with more peace-
ful pasts tend to produce images with warm and comfort 
such as a house with an open door and smoke coming out 
of  the chimney. these pictures are products of  the heart 
and the soul according to Bachelard.

 Bachelard focusses on the poetic image for it being a 
product of  the innocent consciousness, something that 
comes before the conscious thought and does not require 
knowledge. the direct relation of  poetry to reality makes 
reality of  experienced objects more intense. 

 the house for Bachelard has both unity and complexity, 
made out of  memories and experience which awaken a 
different sensations and still bring up a unitary, intimate 
feeling of  living. objetcs in homes are mental experience; 
an open closet is like a new world relieved where drawers 
can withhold secrets in them. Poetry enables to experience 
the house not just to verbalize it.

Bachelard introduces himself  as phenomenologist, a spe-
cific field of  academic research, that is based on the expe-
rience of  building materials and their sensory properties. 
Phenomenology can be considered as the architecture of  
the imagination. for Bachelard the poetic expression is 
phenomenology of  the soul and not the mind. it aims an 
initial and essential description of  our experince of  being. 
when we are able to create a subjective consciousness we 
will be able produce an individual poetic image we can 
connect by means of  our analysis. 

 thought, daydreaming and dreaming about the house are 
actions which resurrect the past and connect it with the 
present. when we enter a new house we see it through 
the experiences of  our prior homes. these are not real 
memories, but something different.      

  the house for Bachelard is a body of  images which gives 
us the feeling of  stability. his image of  the house is a verti-
cal one which is created by the polarity of  the attic and the 
basement, irrationality and reality in one image. the attic 
gives us shelter from the weather and shows the structure 
of  the whole house. for Bachelard it is a metaphor for 
clarity of  mind. whereas the basement is the darker, un-
dergound and irrational entity of  the house. we dream of  
both parts and produce various images of  them. why is it 
that we allways seem to recall going down the stairs to the 
basement and tend not remember coming back up, Bache-
lard asks. As well as we tend recall taking the stairs to the 
attic, but do not have memories of  descending them. 
 this metaphor includes a problem there urban homes do 
not have an attic nor a basement. therefore for Bachelard 
the urban homes lack vertical quality of  intimacy. the ur-
ban boxes, as Bachelard calls them, do not have roots or 
space around them. their relations to space are artificial. 
that is why the only way to experience space according to 
Bachelard is with the help of  our imagination. As in his 
appartement Paris Bachelard imagined his couch being a 
boat and the city being the ocean where his boat was rock-
ing the waves. 
   

The Poetics of Space
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The Poetics of Space

7. Aaron Bettio-Sandlant Interpretation 
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when looking at space Bachelard caters to the particular 
importance of  inside and outside.
the terms are subject to a sharp separation, a reciproc-
ity as it is also to be found in the words yes and no. this 
strong conceptual separation of  the concepts dominates  
all our mental images which has led to estrangement and 
even emnety of  the two terms.

for being able to perceive space as an agile, constantly 
changing element Bachelard calls the separation from 
euclidean space understanding. this defines the space 
according to the three axes we know, length, width and 
height. following euclid we can specify any room using 
these three pieces of  information. for Bachelard, this ge-
ometric, rational way of  addressing space leads to a dead 
end.

By moving away from this way of  unterstanding space 
Bachelard creates a basic approach to space which is not 
based on mathematical science but on emotional experi-
ence. By moving away from the geometric intuition of  
outside and inside one frees oneself  from any final ex-
amination.

thus, the exterior and the interior of  the imagination are 
no longer considered contradictory. the two concepts 
enrich complete, and overlap each other, resulting in one 
multifaceted overall picture.

this is also the point where Bachelard declares the con-
nection between poetry and architecture, and thus the 
book’s title. he compares the work of  poets with the lib-
eration of  definitive views of  geometry. the poet liberates 
words from their imposed layered meaning and puts them 
by useing verses to a new level, the level of  interpretation, 
which may be interpreted differently by individual to in-
dividual. words are geting an emotion by useing them in 
a poetic way.

language bears within itself  the dialectics of  the closed 
and open-ended, the meaning of  a word is the close, 
through the poetic expression it opens.
this thesis is to be transferred to the space and the work 
of  the architect. the basis of  this new working process is 
the detachment of  the geometrical conception of  space.
the common logic of  space doesn’t t count anymore, this 
leads at the same time to a more complex meaning and an 
emotional perception of  space.

for Bachelard, after the completion of  the euclidean 
space understanding, there is not only the closed and the 
open door but also a variety of  intermediate possibilities 
of  states of  being.
through a poetic view at space, it is possible to see these 
intermediate ways to understand and to deal with them.

it is important to get away from the black and white think-
ing and put a new focus on the emotional reality. this 
leads to an enrichment of  our own perception and fur-
thermore to the understanding of  space as a complex set 
of  states of  being.
the example of  the open and closed door in Bachelard’s 
thesis makes this new view on space clear.
A bus door is closed while driving and opens at each stop. 
During the time at the stop people can get on the bus and 
can get of  it. Some passengers have to wait to enter the 
bus. they need to wait, until the passengers who want to 
leaf  the bus have gotten of, then they can enter the bus. 
But why can passengers not board although the door is 
open? Because of  the disembarking passengers the door 
is temporarily closed, inaccessible even though the door is 
open per se. Simply by this short example is clearly what 
matters to Bachelard. 

Gain an awareness of  perception and a shift away from 
solidified ways of  thinking about an emotional concep-
tion of  space, which takes place in our imagination.

The Poetics of Space

8. Sarah Stowasser Interpretation 
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The Poetics of Space

the Poetics of  Space can be related to Alan Silitoe’s book 
the loneliness of  the long Distance runner in the con-
nection between past, present and imagination. the house 
in Bachelard’s book invokes daydreaming, imagination, 
which in turn leads to past memories of  places and events. 
the running and the environment in Silitoe’s book allows 
Smith to reflect on his childhood and imagine alternative 
outcomes for his race, his life.

the fixed perception of  the governor, being a figure 
of  authority, higher class, more powerful is fixed within 
Smith’s imagination as too is the perception of  the attic 
and basement in the poetics of  space. it is important for 
both books to connect these pictures, images in our mind. 
it shows that certain events, noises, spaces allow a mem-
ory, imagination to occur, allowing our subconscious to 
become active and take over our feelings. 

Smith has a black and white outlook on life. the Poetics 
of  Space explain how essential it is to find the gap between 
the two polers so you don’t always have a fixed opinion on 
something and you become more opened to your environ-
ment. if  Smith was able to find the gap between his black 
and white outlook, he might have been able to change his 
life path and take other peoples’ opinions into account.

the gap and the different meanings of  words and actions 
Bachelard is talking in the Poetic of  Space can be found 
in Smith loosing the race. By not crossing the finish line 
as the first athlete Smith doesn’t win the race for the gov-
ernor. At the same time, this can be seen as a little victory 
too because Smith believes that he stuck to his morals. 

Both books take into account the thoughts and memories 
the one experiences when entering a space, whether it be 
a new environment inside or outside, or one that invokes 
you to think of  old ones. it is these thoughts and imagina-
tions that direct your outlook or path in life.

9. Interpretation 
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expectations of Tyrol

tyrol is a popular holiday destination and recreation area, 
which is no question but what exactly do the tourists ex-
pect of  tyrol? tyrol’s tourist attractions are less about the 
historic old towns rather than the huge activity facilities 
in the mountains. whether hiking, biking, or skiing, tyrol 
offers for each sport, as well as for each age group a big 
range of  leisure activities.

the ‘tirol werbung’ has recognised that the tourists ar-
riving in tyrol mainly want a experience in the nature. Be-
cause of  this, the Agency strives to represent each season 
images of  seemingly untouched nature spots in order to 
advertise the tourist region.

But do we really see untouched nature in these advertise-
ments or rather do we see what these campaigns want us 
to see it? But do these images have anything to do with 
reality? the lonely mountain idyll was more and more 
pushed back in recent years and had to give way for new 
ski trails, forest roads and rainwater reservoirs.
it must be really difficult for the ‘tirol werbung’, to find 
motifs that suggest there still can be this loneliness and 
love of  nature, because the reality has little to do with 
what it depicts.
the tourists in tyrol want to experience the advertised 
nature, which in reality is nothing like what is depicted in 
brochures, internet and television.

As a tourist, you expect a pristine mountain landscape, 
lonely peaks on which the civilisation is disappearing into 
the distance, pristine snow and ice landscapes through 
which not a single ski track has drawn a line, sleepy al-
pine pastures where time in decades seems to stand still 
and lonely flowy bike trails from the summit to the valley 
where not a single person disturbs your way down.

the mood of  the images does not correspond to reality. 
the fact is that tyrol defines itself  so strongly on active 
tourism that these images may be no longer a reality. to 
create a pleasant experience for the tourists stay, numer-
ous measures have been taken, which are associated with 
more or less serious encroachment on nature. Many meas-
ures are useful and increase the safety of  climbers, such 
as signs. the ÖAV for example puts up signs to provide 
for more upcoming skitouring one extra guide for ascent 
and one for descent route for the athletes so that they stay 
away from avalanche-prone descent routes. these signs 
indicate at the same time that more and more tourists are 
now able to climb to the summit of  tyrol, since the ori-
entation has become easier. the deserted, untracked slope 
is thus lost.

10. Tirol Werbung 2012 
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expectations of Tyrol

10. Tirol Werbung 2012 
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expectations of Tyrol

Pretty similar is the biking tourism. Mountain biking has 
become more and more popular over the last years. But 
by riding down single trails which are also used by hikers, 
conflicts are inevitable. it is often seen, that bikers are only 
allowed to ride down the forest roads. it is forbidden to 
ride down the trails in the woods. the ones that are still al-
lowed are rare and well known in the scene so that a lonely 
ride down the trail is very rare. tourism plays for Austria 
and tyrol in particular a large role. with more than 42 
million overnight stays per year tyrol belongs to the most 
important tourist areas in the Alps. the winter tourism 
here is much more pronounced as the summer tourism. 
this trend is however countered for some time so that 
there is benefit from tourism over the whole year.

the hotels near ski areas have the aim to gain money in 
the summer months so that they don’t have to close half  
of  the year like it is seen for example at Sölden. the City 
seems like a ghost city during the summer months. All 
hotels and even most of  the shops are closed. even the 
employees are leaving during the summer to work at some 
other place. the whole city seems to sleep and awakes 
only short before the ski season begins to tidy up and pre-
pared for the ski tourists again. 
tourists expect the white winter wonderland with the per-
fectly prepared ski slopes and the comfortable cable rail-
ways. what they mostly don’t see, is that all these amenities 
they need for their winter vacations are huge interventions 
in nature. 

there is no question, that the ‘tirol werbung’ creates an 
image that touches everyone. But these spots are so rare 
in the tyrolean landscape. it seems as if  the agency only 
wants to show a very small part of  tyrol while the others 
don’t even exist. if  tyrol only consists of  these areas of  
pure nature, then innsbruck only consists of  the Goldenes 
Dachl. But innsbruck has got an old town, a new town, the 
hungerburgbahn, industrial buildings, an airport, housing 
development, infrastructure and lot more. tyrol illustrates 
itself  as a region of  pure nature. But where exactly is this 
nature? Does is really exist?
the next question is, what is nature in tyrol? what is in-
between nature and city? what really is tyrol? why are 
these parts not attractive enough to be shown in the ad-
vertisement? of  course an advertisement with the Bren-
ner Autobahn or the inntalautobahn will not spark inter-
est in visiting tyrol for holiday but the Autobahn is, like 
the images shown in the advertisements, just a very small 
part of  what makes up tyrol.
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expectations of Tyrol

11. Reality: Stubai glacier in summer

12. Reality: Stubai glacier in winter
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for getting a first impression on how much tyrol consists 
of  built nature as a result of  sport tourism a closer look at 
tyrol’s ski areas is obvious.
the first Skiareas were Kitzbühl, Patscherkofl and Nord-
kette. they were all founded in the 1920s. until the end 
of  world war 2 ski areas developed very slowly. the big 
boom started in the late 60s and early 70s.

Nowadays there are a large number of  ski areas all over 
tyrol and the areas are still expanding. there is no season 
without a debate about a new cable railway so that the ski 
area can expand and is able to offer more kilometres of  
ski run. Cable railways are even built close to conserva-
tion areas as seen in the Piz-Val-Gronda-Project. ischgl 
has been given permission to build a new slope and lift 
although conservationists are against it.1

Ski areas tyrol    foundation

Achensee Maurach   1959
Achensee Pertisau   1988
Alpbacher Bergbahnen   1961
Axamer lizum    1962
Bergbahnen weerberg
Bergeralm    1962
Berwang    1949
Biberwier-Marienberg   1980
Christlum    1969
ehrwalder Alm    1962
fendels-ried    1991
fieberbrunn    1961
Serfaus-fiss-ladis   1953
fügen-Spieljoch    1961
füssener Jöchle-Grän   1967
Silverettapark    1963
Glungezer    
Grubigstein
hahnenkamm (tannheimer tal)
hintertuxer Gletscher   1968 
hochfügen    1961
hochimst    1970
hochötz    1968
hochstubai    1973
hochzeiger    1963
höfener Alm-hahnenkamm  1958
holzgau    1983
Jöchelspitze    1979
Jungholz
Silvretta Arena    1961
Dias Alpe    1977
Kaunertal Gletscher   1980
Kellerjoch
Kitzbühl    1929
Kössen     1986
Kramsach    1959
Kühtai     1975

     foundation

leutasch    1964
Matreier Goldried   
Mutterer Alm    1953
Naudes
Nesselwänge    1964
Neunerköpfle
Nordpark    1928
obergurgl-hochgurgl   1973
oberperfluss
obertilliach- Golzentipp
Patscherkofel    1929
Pettneu
Pillersee     1962
Pitztal Gletscher    1966
rohnenlifte    1933
St. Anton am Arlberg   1937
St. Johann in tirol   1952
Sattelberg    1962
Schattwald    1971
Schlick 2000
Seefeld     1952
Sölden      1948
Steinplatte    1972
Stubaier Gletscher   1962
tiroler Zugspitzbahn   1926
Venetregion    1972
wilder Kaiser    1962
wildschönau    1946
Zahmer Kaiser    1979
Ski Zillertal 3000   1959
Zillertal rastkogel eggalm  1953
Zillertal Arena    1952
Skilifte Kirchdorf    19592

constructed nature in Tyrol
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Ski areas until 1929

Ski areas until 1949

Ski areas until1959

Ski areas until 1969

Ski areas until 1979

constructed nature in Tyrol

13. foundation ski areas Tyrol 
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constructed nature in Tyrol

14. foundation ski areas Tyrol 10
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Skigebiete bis 1929

Skigebiete bis 1949

Skigebiete bis 1959

Skigebiete bis 1969

Skigebiete bis 1979

Skigebiete bis 1989

constructed nature in Tyrol
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constructed nature in Tyrol

15. built nature in Tyrol 10
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Conservation Areas

Main roads

Alm

Skigebiete bis 1929

Skigebiete bis 1949

Skigebiete bis 1959

Skigebiete bis 1969

Skigebiete bis 1979

Skigebiete bis 1989

constructed nature in Tyrol

Mountainbike trails
Golf  courses
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Serles-
Habicht-
ZuckerhütlStubaier	Alpen

constructed nature in Tyrol

15. nature parks in Tyrol
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Serles-
Habicht-
Zuckerhütl

Naturschutzgebiet 

geschützter landschaftsteil

landschaftsschutzgebiet

ruhegebiet

constructed nature in Tyrol
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National park in tirol

After a first look at the parts of  tyrol which are clearly 
built the question rises, where nature can still exist without 
human influence. 
to save spaces in tyrol which are just for nature, the land 
of  tyrol created nature parks. But not all nature parks are 
exclusively for the nature. there are different cathego-
ries which define how much human influence is allowed 
within the area. the following rules for ruhegebiete and 
landschaftsschutzgebiete shows, that even in the areas 
which are just for the nature, humans can influence the 
nature quite a lot.

1) ruheGeBiet 

 Are areas which are very suitable for relaxing in the na-
ture, because of  their lack of  noise producing factors as 
cable cars or roads. the speciality of  `ruhegebiete`is the 
ABSolute ProSCriPtioN which means that an ap-
proval for a cable car for example does not exist.

Not allowed:
* establishing noise producing plants
* establishing cable cars
* Construction of  new roads for public traffic
* every potential noise production
* landing and starting an aircraft machine, except for the
   feeding and the transport of  the animals living in the
   area, for scientific research, for transfer of  goods for
   the existing huts, for the avalanche protection system
   construction work, for the rehabilitation of  forests u
  nder protection, for the radio network or for the service
  of  the electricity nets when these cannot be operated in
  any other way without huge extent of  work

Allowed with approval:
* establishment or import of  plants, as well alterations of
   them as long as these serve the interest of  the nature
   conservancy of  the area according to } 1 Abs.1
* Construction, reposition and replacement of  streets and
   roads
* the establishment of  electricity cable plants with or
   over 36 kV or air cables
* Ground transports or deposits outside build- up pro
   perty limits 
 * utilization of  motor vehicles

2) lANDSChAftSSChutZGeBiet ~ CoNSerVA-
tioN AreA

the provincial government can declare areas, outside the 
town limits, to conservation areas because of  their indi-
viduality or beauty.

 Allowed with approval:
(when in interest of  conservation of  the individuality and 
beauty of  the area)
*  establishment or import of  plants, as well alterations  
    of  them as long as these serve the interest of  the nature
   conservancy of  the area according to } 1 Abs.1
* Construction, reposition and replacement of  streets and 
   roads
* the establishment of  electricity cable plants with or
   over 36 kV or air cables
* Ground transports or deposits outside build- up prop
   erty limits 
* undertaking of  timbering
* landing and starting an aircraft machine, except for the
   feeding and the transport of  the animals living in the
   area, for scientifically research, for transfer of  goods
   for the existing huts, for the avalanche protection system
   construction work, for the rehabilitation of  forests u
   nder protection, for the radio network or for the service
   of  the electricity nets when these cannot be operated in
   any other way without huge extent of  work
* establishment of  every possible noise producing instal
   lation
* Motor vehicles 3

constructed nature in Tyrol
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constructed nature in Tyrol

16. pure nature in Tyrol?
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Nature - a definition

1. the phenomena of  the physical world collect 
 ively, including plants, animals, the landscape,  
 and other features. 
2. the physical force regarded as causing and regu 
 lating these phenomena: “it is impossible to  
 change the laws of  nature”.

Nature in the world of  today, arguably rarely exists as what 
it was once known for, a spontaneous arrangement of  the 
organic or the inorganic worlds, which would have its own 
set of  organisations. Man has imprinted his own values 
and orders into what we see today as nature. 

Nature is today a recreation of  the human adaptation to 
the world. Nature is perceived to be seen as a rare un-
touched landscape, with ecosystems and communities 
within, however with the influence of  man this is rarely 
the case. Although a grass paddock at the foot hills creates 
a landscape, which could be seen to be part of  nature, it 
has been introduced by man. As you gaze up a mountain 
is full of  pines which only grow as high as nature will al-
low them, in reality these pines are plantations generating 
raw materials for man. this phenomenon dates back to 
prehistoric times. the land has given itself  up to sustain 
human life. what we are seeing to be nature in reality is a 
well designed landscape. 

in a definition of  nature the phenomena states “it is im-
possible to change the laws of  nature” but you can see 
that humans have become the higher power and it is na-
ture that is changing, reacting to the influences of  humans. 
Global warming is an issue that is very prominent issue in 
today’s world. it’s evident that climates and ecosystems are 
changing rapidly in response to human pollution. there 
is a fight between human and nature escalated by media. 
humans are already discovering new planets and explor-
ing them, potentially a place to live in the future if  nature 
here becomes too intolerable?

in the rudest stages of  life, man depends upon spontane-
ous animal and vegetable growth for food and clothing, 
and his consumption of  such products consequently di-
minishes the numerical abundance of  the species which 
serve his uses. At more advanced periods, he protects and 
propagates certain esculent vegetables and certain fowls 
and quadrupeds, and, at the same time, wars upon rival 
organisms which prey upon these objects of  his care or 
obstruct the increase of  their numbers. 

hence the action of  man upon the organic world tends to 
derange its original balances, and while it reduces the num-
bers of  some species, or even extirpates them altogether, 
it multiplies other forms of  animal and vegetable life. Man 
has manipulated nature to be more convenient for him. 
this is not  what even the simplest of  people would call 
nature. one can only image what the tyrolean alps would 
look like without the introduction of  man. how far would 
the glaciers stretch and what species of  plantation would 
exist. the pines of  the alps some natural some artificial, 
have over taken the mountains as part of  the introduction 
of  man and his need for these raw materials. Can the Alps 
really be seen as a natural beauty if  the coverage has been 
introduced, reformed for the convenient of  man. Yes the 
formations of  the mountains are still a wonderful natu-
ral phenomena, that man cannot control, but how much 
of  underneath the surface can we see. with tunnels be-
ing dug through the mountains for infrastructure one can 
only think, which will prevail the tunnels or mountains? A
mountain like human isn’t just created and stops growing. 
they are forever changing things and these tunnels are 
acting as scars. will the mountain grow around them or 
simply just crumble and die?

Man has forgotten that the earth was given to him not 
purely for consumption, but for cooperation and sharing. 
Nature still tries to replenish itself  through thunderbolts, 
tornados, fires, volcanos and earthquakes. these are the 
only phenomena of  decomposition and recomposition, 
but man still is able to defend himself  against such acts 
of  nature and continue to shape nature the way we want 
it to be. Nature is forever trying to restore a balance but 
man is refusing this to happen. Man is a disturbing agent 
everywhere. wherever he plants his foot, the harmonies 
of  nature change. even though there are other animals 
that disturb nature with every footstep they take, it seems 
as though nature has taken them into consideration and 
regards man as essentially a destructive power, which un-
like every other material and all inorganic substances, who 
obey the rules of  nature, somehow proves that man will 
ultimately decide how nature is seen and that he belongs 
to a higher order of  existence, than those who are born 
of  the nature.  4
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Cultural and Natural Landscapes 

 According to the German dictionary “ Duden” a cultural 
landscape is a natural landscape formed by man. This defi-
nition is much too superficial considering the variety and 
the different layers of  the specific space. 
 The concept of  the cultural landscape was invented in 
the middle of  the 19th century by the geographer Carl 
Ritter. He and the conservative social theorist Wilhelm 
Riehl thought that there existed “an unbreakable bound 
between the people and the landscape” which would out-
come through the cultural landscape. The concept of  a 
natural landscape was invented as a counterpart to the cul-
tural one. The natural landscape according to this defini-
tion would not have been influenced by man in the past. 
It would be free of  anthropogenic influences and of  natu-
ral origin. This strict division is the flaw of  the definition 
where natural and cultural landscapes cannot be parted 
from another as clearly.  

 Man has influenced natural processes with his actions 
and is responsible for the climate change, the toxic rain, 
deposition and other similar area covering actions in na-
ture. For example the imported animal and plant species 
(neophytes) that influence their new environment or the 
over- fishing of  the sea regions have been caused mainly 
by humans. Even the most isolated glaciers, mountains, 
seas or jungles have been influenced by man. This leads 
to the fact that there is no so called natural landscape any-
more. In our everyday language as well as in science this 
definition is still used commonly. 

 In the late 19th century German human geographers 
started to research the concept of  the cultural landscape 
more specific. They considered the cultural landscape as 
a product of  the interaction between the earth and its in-
habitants. The geographic cultural landscape was seen as 
a visible, at least as a spiritually real projection of  culture 
made by man. 
 The historic aspect of  the cultural landscape was also 
brought out around 1900.  It was influenced by the geog-
raphers Alfred Grund, Robert Gradmann, Hugo Hassing-
er and Otto Schlüter. The historic element was added to 
the definition to evolve the description cultural landscape 
from its strict form.
 In 1965 Hermann Overbeck developed the functional art 
to observe the geographic cultural landscape. This meant 
that social, economic, juridical and spiritual structures as 
well as the historic point of  view were added to the criteria 
of  the definition. 

 The ecologist Gottfried Briemle defined the cultural land-
scape one dimensional; “a smaller area, ecologically sta-
ble agar landscape that holds its varieties in the physiog-
nomy”. This definition could not yet define the character 
of  the research of  cultural landscape. It was seen multidi-
mensional by later ecologists. 

The concept of  cultural landscape was not explicit de-
fined, but would appear in discussions over the birth and 
the quality of  these areas. 

The ecologists found that after the last ice age man had 
over and over again reformed the natural landscape for 
his needs. As cultural creatures humans had formed the 
natural landscape to a cultural one that would always be 
artefact and economical at the same time. It was consid-
ered being influenced by “a cultural dynamic” and would 
be a living system due to its inner variations. More than 
that, it was considered to be more than the summary of  
its individual parts. Especially the historic dimension was 
seen as relevant. 

 The laws as well as the migration are seen as important 
aspects next to social economic and political processes in 
how our landscape is formed today. The modern land-
scape ecology concentrates mainly on the ecologic con-
sequences of  human actions. The reasons and the follow-
ings of  long term landscape change are being analysed 
as well as the possibilities of  environmental landscaping. 
The field experts are trying to make landscapes measur-
able and comparable in order to make empiric statements 
of  how landscapes could be united or changed.   

 The national research program “Kulturlandschaftsforsc-
hung” of  the Austrian Ministry of  Economy (1995- 2005) 
brought new points of  view to the existing concept of  
cultural landscape. The definition was defined as followed: 
“Cultural landscape is comprehended by humans as a uni-
ty of  natural sources and human influence. They change 
with time as a result of  social economic, cultural and spa-
cial factors.”

 The historical cultural landscapes were defined as “de-
scription of  the earlier generations´ interactions with 
nature and landscape”. A cultural landscape would be 
“historic” if  it wouldn´t fulfil the latest expectations and 
wouldn´t be up to date economically. Where one could see 
the interaction of  man and nature in the past, would be a 
historic cultural landscape. Traditions, regional festivities 
and language would also be a part of  it. Methodically in-
teresting is the assumption that landscape could be used as 
a source for historic research. As a relic of  our ancestors 
it can be read as a historic document.   
The latest research activities reacted to the concept of  
landscape by layering the definition. Landscape is seen 
as a consumption of  many factors. These factors have 
been formed by historic processes which may change 
their importance through time. The influence of  elements 
that change the landscape can increase or decrease. Some 
factors can vanish and new ones may appear with time. 
Newer interpretations try not just to define the physical 
changes, but also attempt to study the changes on social 
economic and ecological level 5
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Landscape vs. Nature
The Tyrolean Mountains are a big contributor to the areas 
economy, offering such activities like skiing, snowboard-
ing, mountain biking and so on.  They are perceived to 
be this natural wonder that is there for everyone to enjoy 
and experience. In reality money comes first. If  the na-
ture is impeding on something that can make money then 
is has to go. It is a lifestyle that we have all become accus-
tomed to; when something is interfering with progress 
it must be dealt with. It is the same with nature. In Tirol 
whatever can be enjoyed by humans is seen not to be a 
privilege now days, rather now as something expected, as 
if  humans are naturally born to be carried up a mountain 
on a life. 

Well maintained mountains give a false reality to what is 
nature. Well positioned trees, to avoid avalanches now 
become part of  the landscape. Slopes are covered with 
snow canons, ready to lay a ‘fresh’ layer of  snow on the 
slopes. Although this change of  nature is to fulfil human 
needs, it is done subtly, so changes to the nature are not 
noticed, therefore nature can still be a word used lightly. 
China is leading the way in changing the laws of  nature, 
even sending chemical bombs into the skies to decide 
whether or not it will rain. 

Nature was created for us to live and enjoy, but as the 
human mind and willingness to explore new horizons 
grows, nature just can’t keep up so we have to alter it to 
allow or lifestyles to be fulfilled.

Tyrol is seen to be the nature state of  Austria. Its tour-
ism requires the natural aspect to advertise to perspective 
tourist coming to visit Tyrol. Without the natural features 
of  Tyrol, what would be left  for tourist to see? A couple 
of  big cities that have nothing to offer except accommo-
dation and the Swarovski factory. Tyrol nature activities 
allow for many different touristic experiences within the 
alps and surroundings. Such natural experiences include:
-Winter Sports-Skiing, snowboarding, sledging, touring, 
ice skating, ski jumping 6

-Summer Sports-Swimming, sailing, hiking, mountain 
bike riding, rock climbing, hunting, walking, running
But can all these natural places where such activities take 
place be seen as being part of  the nature, or part of  a well 
maintained landscape? 

17. Diagram of human intervention
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18. human intervention

19. human intervention
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Landscape arguably is the most appropriate way to de-
scribe Tyrol. Nature is lost to human requirements and 
has no longer any real value in Tyrol. Humans are con-
tinually redefining nature in Tyrol to keep the dream alive 
of  ‘being part of  the nature’. When the local Tyrolean 
websites are offering one to experience a ‘Nature Park’, it 
insinuates that the nature is an artificial element inserted 
into Tyrol, just like a big theme park like Disneyland.

Tyrol is still a beautiful place to visit and landscape is a 
place of  beauty, but it should be seen as a landscape and 
no longer nature. Since there is such a big human influ-
ence on what is nature. There is such a thing as landscape 
architecture, but not nature architecture. The nature that 
humans refine to make usable for everyone, even though 
surrounded by natural elements such as trees and water, 
becomes a nicely designed landscape. 

Ownership of  Tyrolean mountain peaks, mean they are 
no longer owned by the earth but by the people. And with 
such tough restrictions in place to keep the mountains 
safe, they undergo intensive makeovers to ensure safety 
for everyone who uses them, for example fences to stop 
rock falls and avalanches.  The natural free aspect of  the 
mountain has died to make way for a landscape in which 
humans can utilise and enjoy. 

Such landscaping still has positive impacts in Tyrol. They 
house places for wildlife, ensure greenery within Tyrol and 
most importantly cater the humans’ needs. Humans can-
not redefine and change nature. Nature is something that 
occurs naturally, without any influence from humans. We 
are creating landscapes to a huge scale, which can be seen 
as a great achievement by humans. Such an area like Tyrol 
is undergoing many design opportunities to cater for eve-
ryone living within the compounds. It is one big landscape 
project, which doesn’t seem to have any negative opinions 
from the people living within Tyrol. 

For what is remaining as nature in Tyrol, the question is 
what should be done with it? Should it undergo a transfor-
mation and fit in with the rest of  Tyrol, or should it be left 
alone and watched? Persevered as a part of  an open aired 
museum, showing what Tyrol use to be like and what it is 
today. It can be seen as nature’s architecture. Like many 
projects Gilles Clement has done, we can use these pock-
ets to create third worlds, allowing these pockets to do 
what they’ve always intended on doing. 6

20. Diagram of Tyrol
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20. Diagram of Tyrol
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21. Result of nature taking back ownership
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22. Result of nature taking back ownership
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Culture vs. Nature
Sport is very prominent in Tyrol. Tyrol is becoming 
known as a sporting state, which can be seen in tour-
ism advertising, with pictures of  skiing, hiking, mountain 
climbing. Innsbruck is working with Melbourne, known 
as the world’s sporting capital based in Australia, to un-
derstand how to become such a sport focused city. Unlike 
Melbourne, Innsbruck is a very old city with mountainous 
surrounds, so it has the opportunity to incorporate other 
aspects into its sporting nature, which I believe is the one 
thing Melbourne is more advanced in, compared to Inns-
bruck. Melbourne has sporting parks and other arenas 
dedicated to sporting events, but at the same time, they 
also related back and connect to the Melbourne culture 
of  arts, business and its surrounding. Sports in Innsbruck 
seem to act as a foreign object which has yet to embrace 
its surrounds.

Innsbruck has been very important in the way of  sports, 
take the Winter Olympics for example, hosting them twice 
during the 1960’s and 70’s. Facilities for athletes and the 
sporting events had to be built. The Olympic village is po-
sitioned to the far east of  the city, with no real connection 
to Innsbruck or its surroundings. Just plain building apart-
ments blocks. It is now seen as a ghetto of  Innsbruck. 
Major highways cut through the mountainous landscape 
dividing the valley from the mountains and the city.

The Bergisel has been placed on top of  a hill at the en-
trance of  Innsbruck acting as landmark for the city. De-
stroying what was once covering the hill as well as the 
bobsled run at Patscherkofel. The nature has been subsi-
dised for the track.

It is evident that Innsbruck’s sporting culture is starting to 
come first, but at what cost. For Innsbruck and Tyrol it is 
great, as the more sporting events a place has, the more 
visitors it brings to the region, therefore it is better for the 
economy. Innsbruck is one of  the richest cities in Aus-
tria, which is why it can afford to invest in the future of  
sports. However this nature aspect that Tyrol advertises 
along with the sporting events to all the tourists has been 
compromised. Tyrol nature and Tyrol sports does not go 
hand in hand and what is seen in Tyrol as nature is purely 
manipulated to fit in with the Tyrolean culture.
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24. farming in Tyrol

25. sports influence in Tyrol
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Of  course sport isn’t the only piece of  culture within 
Tyrol affecting the nature. Not everything that changes 
the nature is necessarily negative. For centuries, agricul-
ture has shaped society and the cultural landscape in the 
Tyrol and provided its people with quality food and raw 
materials. Although agriculture now accounts for only six 
percent of  all persons in gainful employment, it is still a 
decisive factor in the region. The Tyrol has about 16,900 
farms and forestry businesses, with a total labour force 
of  approximately 44,200. In view of  their involvement in 
other sectors of  the economy such as tourism and the 
trades, and their contribution to ‘nature protection’, the 
prevention of  ‘natural hazards’, and the preservation of  
rare species of  flora and fauna, Tyrolean farms have a sig-
nificance that goes well beyond their role in food produc-
tion. Without the irrigation usage of  the local farms the 
valley would flood and be inhabitable. The natural order 
of  the land prevents people to even live here, but as natu-
ral human instinct is ‘Survival of  the fittest’, we find solu-
tions to problems, which might mean clearing nature away 
to utilise the land so it doesn’t flood. 

The plantations created by the farmers, avoid these ‘natu-
ral disasters’ such as avalanches, which in turn prevents 
nature destroying itself. Without the well maintained land-
scape from the farmers, nature would keep destroying it-
self  through fires, floods and slides. This human impact 
allows for sustainable land, even though it is at the cost 
of  ‘real’ nature.

 Among other things, the region’s mountain farmers have 
created a unique cultural landscape, which attracts large 
numbers of  tourists to the Tyrol. 
However the farmers didn’t just stop at recreating the val-
ley in Stubaiertal. During the winters the farmers had no 
form of  income and had to go overseas to maintain an 
income, but once Mutterberg was opened as a ski resort, 
tourist needed accommodation, food and so on. Investing 
and reforming the mountain played in favour of  the lo-
cal farmers, so they could remain during the winter while 
maintain a steady income. The valley and now the peaks 
of  the surrounding mountains have fallen under influence 
to humans, once again as a way of  injecting money into 
the local economy.
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26. what happens without human influence?

27. influence of sports
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nature in the conservation area

The following article from Tiroler Tageszeitung, 
06.08.1958 shows, that tyroleans got sesibilized over the 
last years, concerning about their huge influence on na-
ture. Population an government seem to unterstand, that 
they are changing nature everywere around them for their 
own goods like new infrastructure. Maybe the population 
slowly begins to understand, that the pure nature, that 
they are proud of  does not exist anymore. This article is 
over 50 years old but it could also be from today. Nor 
population neither the government has changed their at-
titude concerning nature.

Ein Tiroler Tal kämpft um seinen Wald: Im Stubai frassendie 
Kohlemeiler den Schatz des Bergbauern.

Ein Tiroler Tal kämpft um seinen Wald: Im Stubai frassen die 
Kohlenmeiler den Schatz des Bergbauern.
Innsbruck- Besuchern des Stubaitales fällt auf, dass dort zum Teil 
schütterer Waldbestand vorherrscht und noch ausgedehnte Flächen 
der Aufforstung herren. – Der Stubaier Wald wurde in den früher-
en Jahrhunderten durch den großen Holzkohlenbedarf  der Fulpmer 
Schmiede arg überfordert. In allen Gemeinden des Tales befanden 
sich Kohlstätten, wo gleichzeitig zwei bis drei Holzmeiler mit mind-
estens sechs Klaftern (zirka 40 Kubikmeter) Holzstämme in drei 
Wochen zu Holzkohle gebrannt wurden, welche Energiequelle der 
Schmelzhütten und Schmieden von Fulpmes war. Bis zu 80 solcher 
Holzmeiler wurden jährlich in Holzkohle verwandelt, bis Steinkoh-
le und Koks zur Eisenverarbeitung Verwendung fanden und die 
Holzkohle verdrängten. Es sind nun schon mehr als dreisig Jahre 
verflossen, seit der letzte ,,Kohlhaufen‘‘ im Stubai rauchte.
Infolge mangelhafter Aufforstung wurden die Holzbestände des 
Tales immer lichter, und der Holzertrag sank zusehends. In letzter 
Zeit wurden noch durch Waldbrände, Lawinen, Hochwasser und 
bauliche Anlagen weitere Waldflächen der Holznutzung entzo-
gen. So vernichteten Waldbrände in der Schlick und am Neder-
joch viele Hektar Hochwald und auch wertvolle Latschenbestände. 
Ungünstige Witterungseinflüsse bewirkten seither eine zunehmende 
Verkarstung, und wo früher dichte Hochwälder und üppige Lat-
schenbestände blüten, erblickt man heute vegetationsarme Kahl-
flächen.
Der Katastrophenwinter von 1951 verschonte auch das Stubaital 
nicht. Vom Fulpmer Galtberg brach eine riesige Lawine los, die, 
innerhalb der Vergoerer Höfe tausende Stämme Nutzholz mit sich 
reissend, zu Tal stürzten und eine Öde hinter sich lies. Auch im 
Gemeindegebiet Neustift wurden viele Hektar, Waldfläche durch 
Lawinen verwüstet. Das grosse Hochwasser vom September 1960 
hat hauptsächlich im hinteren Stubai wertvolle Waldbestände dez-
imiert.

Durch die Errichtung von Ski und Schleppliften in den Gemeinden 
Fulpmes, Telfes, Neustift und Schönberg wurden beachtliche Wald-
flächen gerodert und dem Sportleben geopfert. Aber auch durch die 
Vergrößerung und Neuanlagen von Schottergruben, Sportplätzen, 
Skiabfahrten und dergleichen wurden erhebliche Waldgebiete in 
Mitleidenschaft gezogen. Durch ungeregelte Ablagerung von Schutt, 
insbesondere in Fulpmes beim Sägewerk und in der Kohlstatt, wur-
den Wald und Weidegrund beengt und die Gegend verunziert. Durch 
die Neuanlage einer Schottergrube wurde der Wald am Margareten-
bach verkleinert und eine unschöne Kahlfläche geschaffen. Es wurde 
unterlassen, den Humus zu sichern, Geröll und Erde wurden wild 
durcheinander abgelagert und so das Gebiet jeder weiteren Waldnut-
zung entzogen.

Durch dir Erbauung der Brenner Autobahn wurde am Schönberg, 
westlich der Europabrücke, der dichte ausgedehnte Hochwald ge-
schlägert, um der Autobahn Platz zu machen. Die Schönberger 
reagierten in anerkennenswerter Weise sogleich und waren bestrebt, 
den großen Waldverlust durch eine Auffortsung wieder wettzu-
machen. Sie kauften mehrere Bergmeter, die infolge Arbeitermangels 
kaum mehr genutzt wurden, und führen die Flächen durch Auffor-
stung wieder ihrer ursprünglichen Bestimmung zu. In Mieders, wo 
bisher stets eine zielstrebige Waldwirtschaft geführt wurde, ist man 
bestrebt, die Lawinen und Murschäden am Serlesosthang zu behe-
ben. Auch die neuen Schottergruppen im Mühltal und Gschnalsge-
biet werden durch vorsorgliche Humusaufbewahrung wieder bald ver-
deckt werden können. Die Gemeinde Telfes kann den Schaden und 
die zunehmende Verkarstung im Gebiet Nederjoch, eine Folge des 
Grosswaldbrandes von 1947, aus eigener Kraft nicht beheben. Hier 
müssen Bund und Land durch Lawinenverbauung und Auffors-
tung tatkräftig mithelfen. Bei der Sportlern von Fulmpes sind ernste 
Bestrebungen im Gange, ihre Dankbarkeit der Gemeinde gegüber, 
die großen Waldflächen und Kulturböden Sportzwecken opferte, 
dadurch zum ausdruck zu bringen, dass sie bei der Aufforstung 
von Kahlflächen im Gemeindegebiet mitwirken und bei der Sani-
erung der wilden Schuttablagerungsgebiete bei der Kohlstatt, auch 
mithelfen. Ein nachahmenswerter Entschluss. In Neustift wurde 
mit öffentlichen Mitteln die Wildbachverbauung weit vorangetrieben 
und so die Grundlage für weitere Aufforstung gelegt. Auch dort 
werden unbewirtschaftete Bergwälder durch Aufforstung wieder der 
Waldwirtschaft zugeführt.Die Bevölkerung des Stubaitales begrüßt 
die weitere Aufforstung und Pflege des Waldes und erwartet von 
den massgebenden Stellen bei Neuerrichtung von Schottergruben und 
Schuttablagerungen die forstlichen Belange zu beachten und dafür zu 
sorgen, dass das Landschaftsbild nicht umgestaltet wird. 
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28. Conservation area Serles-Habicht-Zuckerhütl and Stubaier alps
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Location :
The `Ruhegebiet` area covers the biggest part of  the Stu-
bai Alps reaching to Ranalt in Stubaital valley to the east 
of  the Oetztal valley. In the northeast to the Kalkkoegel 
`Ruhegebiet` and in the southeast to the conversation area 
of  Serles- Habith- Zuckerhuetl.

 Facts : 

* 352,2 km2
* Altitude : 1300- 3507m
* under conservation since 1983
* located in the regions Laengenfeld, Neustift im Stubaital, 
St. Sigmund, Soelden and Umhausen, in the districts of  
Imst and Innsbruck- Land

Landscape :

 The area is featured through its wild untouched high 
mountain landscape. The central area of  Stubai Alps is 
dominated by glacier covered mountains such as the area 
around the `Ruderhofspitze`- peak, Schrankogel, Breiter 
Grieskogel among others. Beyond the glacier areas it is 
rocky peaks and the steep valleys in between that through 
their variety give the landscape its special image. 

The most important valleys and creeks :

1) Direction Oetztal : Windachtal mit Windache, Wueten-
bach, Sulztal und Winnebach (with the famous waterfall 
` Bachfalle `), Horlachtal, Grastal, Larstigtal, Zwiesel-
bachtal.
2) Direction Sellraintal : Kraspertal, Gleirschtal, Luesental 
mit Melach und Laengentaler Bach.
3) Direction Stubaital : Oberbergtal mit Alpeiner Bach 
und Oberbergbach, Unterbergtal mit Ruetz (at the border 
of  the conservation area) and Falbesohner Bach ( water-
falls at the new Regensburger hut) .
A few of  the most striking 3000- peaks :
Hochreichkopf  (3010m), Rotgrubenspitze (3047m), 
Zwiesacher Rosskogel (3081m), Vordere Sonnenwand 
(3156m), Gleirscher Fernerkogel (3189m), Grieskogel 
(3287m), Gaislehnkogel (3216m), Wilde Leck (3359m), 
Schrankogel (3497m), Ruderhofspitze (3474m), Hinterer 
Daunkopf  (3225m), Mutterberger Seespitze (3302m), 
Stubaier Wildspitze (3341m), Aperer Pfaff  (3353m), 
Zuckerhuetl (3507m) among others

Accessibility :

* From the north over the Sellraintal valley : through the 
Kraspertal valley, the Gleischtal valley, the Luesenstal val-
ley and the Fotsch
* From the east : through the Oberbergtal valley and the 
Muttertal valley
* From the west over the Oetztal valley : through the Win-
dachtal to Hildesheimer Hut, the Sulztal valley and the 
Horlachtal valley. Various hiking tracks run through the 
area to the mountain huts and to the peaks. 
* In the south the `Zentralalpenweg` road crosses the 
`Ruhegebiet` , from Soelden through the Windachtal 
valley to the Hildesheimer Hut and to the ski district of  
the Stubai Glacier. From all directions there exist various 
routes to different huts.

The biggest glaciers in the area :

Kraspesferner, Grastalferner, Bachtallenferner, Sulztalt-
ferner, Luesener Ferner, Alpeiner Ferner, Hochmoos-
ferner, Bockkogelferner, Wuetenkarferner, Triebenkarlas-
ferner, Pfaffenferner, Kitzkampferner
Some of  high mountain lakes :
Kraspessee (2549m), Grastalsee (2533m), 
Winnebachsee(2361m), Rinnensee (2646m), Falbesoner 
See (2575m), Mutterberger See (2483m), Triebenkarsee 
(2691m), Wannenkarsee (2639m), Laubkarsee (2830m), 
Seekarsee (2658m) as well as smaller unnamed lakes

The environment :

 The majority of  the conservation area is situated over 
the forest boundary. The plants at the vast non- vegetated 
areas of  rock, rubble deposit and the glaciers are mostly 
alpine grass, mainly fed to the mountain sheep and pionier 
plants.    7
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29. Dresdener Hütte 1920

30. Dresdener Hütte 2012
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Nature Parks in Tyrol

Nature parks, which provide shelter to rare wildlife spe-
cies, are protected to ensure the conservation and en-
hancement of  their special qualities. Tyrol’s mountains 
harbor plenty of  natural gems and landscapes of  out-
standing beauty and incredible diversity. The four nature 
parks Tiroler Lech, Kaunergrat, Ötztal Alps and Zillertal 
Alps and the Hohe Tauern National Park lend themselves 
to outdoor activities and journeys of  discovery while al-
ways respecting the park environment and local wildlife.

The nature parks are cultivated in a sustainable way and 
without exhausting the land and the farm produce har-
vested is of  highest quality and purity. Nature parks make 
for geological playgrounds full of  fascinating hiking trails 
and routes, natural attractions, sights and sounds. With 
their spectacular mountains, clear rivers, and abundance 
of  flowers, plants and animals, Tyrol’s nature parks will 
leave the visitor in awe of  nature’s beauty.

This tourism advertisement, underlyingly states how Tyrol 
is seeing the influence humans have had on nature and 
these ‘nature parks’ are a solution to preserve it. These 
parks intent to act as protection for what is left as na-
ture in Tyrol, while allowing people to experience it at 
the same time and have fun.  However how can a park 
preserve the nature? A park undergoes regular mainte-
nance, therefore always under the influence of  humans. 
Nature is a spontaneous occurrence, not one constantly 
undergoing repairs. ‘Respecting the nature’ seems to be 
lost in translation. How is nature respected when it is seen 
as a playground, something for people to walk all over? 
Constantly changing and repositioning the harmonious 
grounds when stood on. The idea to preserve memories 
and certain aspects of  the old nature in Tyrol is great and 
a park is a great way to show it off, but by containing 
all these aspects in a park, no longer can this ‘nature’ be 
called nature. Humans are still the ultimate influence, de-
ciding boundaries, what parts are ok to walk on and con-
stantly change, there is no longer anything spontaneous 
occurring in such parks. 6
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Fees:

Adults-           $
16

Concession- $10

Children-       $5

nature in the conservation area

31. Potential future of nature
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Huts

Huts

Over the years, many huts were founded in the region of  
today’s conservation area Stubaier Alpen and the conser-
vation area Serles-Habicht-Zuckerhütl. Some of  these 
huts have a very long tradition like the Franz-Senn-Hütte 
which was built in 1885 by the ÖAV.  Franz Senn was a 
pastor and one of  the founding members of  the ÖAV. 
He was responsible for the development of  the Stubai 
Alps. Other famous and important huts were built from 
sections of  the German alpine club like the Nürnberg-
er Hütte, Neue Regensburger Hütte, Bremer Hütte and 
Dresdner Hütte. 

2012

All of  these huts started small and were extended several 
times since their foundation.  The huts represent impor-
tant support centres for the early alpinism at the begin-
ning of  the 20th century. Nowadays everyone is able to 
reach these huts which results in more extensions of  the 
huts. The Franz-Senn Hütte for example started with 37 
beds, nowadays, the hut can take 260 mountaineers, in 
emergency even 100 more which is a tenfold.

All huts have a winter room for the skitouring tourers 
which has become more and more popular in the last few 
years. In 1956s map all built objects (Church, chapel, huts, 
houses) are marked with a red dot, in nowadays map it is 
only the huts. 8,10
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Built objects

1956
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Tracks and Skittouring Traks

With the alpinism becoming more popular in the last cen-
tury the tracks for the mountaineers were upgraded to 
make the alpine region safer.

Nowadays marked tracks lead to a large number of  peaks.
Some tracks are marked with red dots; others even have 
signposts so that mountaineers can’t travel in the wrong 
direction. The larger numbers of  hikers also cause a larger 
number of  accidents in the mountains. Proper marked 
routes should preserve hikers from dangerous routes and 
make sure, that they safely find their way up and down the 
peak.

The region is also famous for the Stubaier Höhenweg. A 
track, that connects several huts to a lap all around the 
Stubaier alps.

For the skitouring tourers, there are also tracks marked, to 
make sure, they get safely up to the peak while the sum-
mer marks are covered with snow. For the winter sports, 
the ÖAV even sells special maps with the winter routs 
drawn in which makes the sport more popular and for the 
mountaineers more easy to go up..10
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Tracks
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1956
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Forestry

Although looking at a conservation area, the total wood-
land is built nature. All Woods are divided into several 
forestry districts. Deforestation is permissible. Of  course, 
deforestation is in some parts important, to get healthy 
timber but on the other hand, this area is clearly built and 
cannot count as untouched nature..10
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Forestry

Glaciers

Within the conservation area Stubaier Alpen and Serles-
Habicht-Zuckerhütl there are huge areas of  glacier. Al-
though the glaciers have gotten smaller and smaller over 
the last few decades, there is still a huge area covered with 
ice which represents a fascinating countryside that is im-
portant to take care of. On the other hand the glaciers 
represent an alpine danger for the mountaineers.

The numbers of  mountaineers on glacier areas are much 
smaller than on the rocks. This leads to the question, if  
the glaciers in the conservation areas can be called un-
touched nature?

The skitourers don’t have a built route up to the peak. 
They make their track on their own although there are 
proposals given by the alpine club how to get up there 
safely. The peak cross is built nature again, but the glacier 
around it is largely untouched.10
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Ownership at the Tyrolean forest

North Tirol plays a major role as the State Forest (22%). 
The high proportion in North Tyrol is historically justi-
fied. The princes have always claimed ownership of  the 
neighbourhoods used by the rural communities or eco-
nomic forests. In the catchment area of  mines or mining 
companies the peasant rights were severely restricted. As 
part of  this forest allocations two thirds of  state forests 
were the property of  the community, a third remained in 
possession of  the state. 

State Forest, that are in North Tyrol, because these forests 
have been incorporated into the Austrian Federal Forests.
Community forests became widespread after Waldpuri-
fikation in North Tyrol. Due to problems with so-called 
partial forests - these are forest land owned by the munici-
pality. In the 1970s, a considerable portion was allocated 
to the agricultural communities.

Private forests are mainly owned by farmers, which is why 
it is also called “peasant forest”, owning up to 36% in 
North Tyrol. The forest has long been an important part 
of  the peasantry, as it delivered raw materials and fire-
wood and also for the sale of  timber or land investment, 
such as crops. As part of  the price of  wood decay and the 
relatively high cost of  labour in often difficult terrain of  
the forest but lost of  its importance for the farmers.

Forest functions
The forest has, depending on topography and proximity 
to the permanent settlement, different functions for hu-
mans. Besides the economic utility function of  the for-
est, three economic functions are assigned, the protection 
function, the welfare and recreation.

Utility Function
The forest is an important economic factor. It is consid-
ered the “Savings Bank of  the farmers,” because a large 
portion of  the forest is owned by farmers. Wood is an 
important raw material of  the further processing of  a lot 
of  jobs in thousands Tyrolean farms depend. 

Welfare function
The welfare function is the influence of  the forest on the 
environment, these include the balance of  the climate and 
the water balance, the purification and renewal of  air and 
water, and noise reduction. 

Protection
The protection is in the mountain region, the most im-
portant function for society. It includes both the protec-
tion against natural hazards and harmful environmental 
influences, such as avalanche, landslide and rockfall and 
protection against soil erosion. Here a distinction between 
site protection and property protection forests. Site-pro-
tecting forests that protect the forest site from damage, 
such as a wind-exposed, wooded slope from erosion. 
Property protection forests protect underlying objects 
(such as roads, houses) from hazards such as falling rocks 
or avalanches. The management of  protected forests is 
necessary because only a continuity of  the protective ef-
fect is guaranteed. Farmed forests are relatively homoge-
neous in their age composition. But this means the use of  
a task that the forest as a whole ultimately obsolete and 
always offers less protection. An economic use is in steep 
inaccessible locations but not profitable for the owners, 
which is why the country subsidies were introduced. This 
includes, for example, stock tapers elevated reforestation 
and technical measures against snow sliding and falling 
rocks.

Recreational function
The recreational function of  the forest, including the for-
est as a recreational area for forest visitors. Forests with 
this feature can be found mainly in the vicinity of  urban 
centers and tourist areas.
In North Tyrol, almost three quarters of  the forest are 
designated as protected forest, 2% are recreational and 
welfare forest and over 27% have no economic function. 
9
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Gebiet Human in�uence Left over

Human In�uence 2012 Left over 2012 The next 50 years

Human influence 1956
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The generic Tyrol
“This is a man`s world”- James Brown- 
Ever since man first walked on earth his footprints are all 
over it. Ancient man formed its nature in order to survive. 
He didn´t adjust nature to him, but learned how to live in 
harmony with it. He used its resources to his own goods 
without disturbing the natural balance.

 Through history humans have become more and more 
independent of  what the earth has to offer. Man has in-
vented various objects and machines to make his actions 
more efficient. We have become able to artificially pro-
duce similar plants and animals as in nature. We are even 
able to clone them. Gene manipulated products are no 
science fiction anymore. All this has led to a controver-
sial view of  nature. We must ask ourselves how much we 
are ready to sacrifice and at what cost. The population on 
earth continuously growing new problems appear daily. 
How to feed and support the entire humanity? While the 
majority of  humanity lives under the limit of  poverty, the 
minority enjoys the unlimited offers of  consume. 

The resources of  earth are already unequally divided. This 
has led us to a point where the blue planet cannot sup-
port this life style for all its inhabitants. When fighting 
global hunger, the humanity meets another problem; all 
these actions improving “the quality of  life” enormously 
affect our planet. Pollution, global warming, over fishing 
etc. are serious problems that we will pass to the following 
generations.

   Nature as a concept is very vague. Every individual de-
fines nature differently.  Our feelings and images about 
nature are depicted from our own personal experiences. 
The images that we savour are products of  our emotions 
as well as reality. A person living in a big pulsing city de-
fines nature differently to someone outside city limits. The 
cultural as well the social differences in our points of  view 
are relevant when talking about nature. What we define as 
nature is more linked to our background and social status 
than one might think. In our everyday lives we receive in-
formation that we filter in our minds. These images and 
interpretations influence our way of  thinking without 
our knowledge. A place that we only know from pictures 
is already filtered through someone else. We achieve an 
image, an interpretation that has been made for us. It is 
our nature not always to criticise what see or read in the 
media. In a world where social networks have achieved 
a large part in our everyday lives, the world has become 
much smaller. We can be everywhere imaginable on-line. 
The information that is received through these platforms 
is made by someone else; it is not entirely real because it 
always is a personal interpretation. 

The image that Tyrol is globally known of  is a well-pol-
ished, filtered one. Snowy mountains, raw nature waiting 
to be explored by anyone who is up for it, without limits, 
little huts and locals singing in leather pants. These are 
common expectations that are spread through the media 
and common clichés. This is an international phenome-
non. The media is nowadays the most powerful organ, de-
picting a false reality to visitors and inhabitants of  Tyrol. 
Like the old towns in Austrian cities, nature is seemed to 
be advertised as a place to be, while everything else hap-
pening in Tyrol is ignored.

Tyrol portrays itself  as a region where pure nature still 
exists. A place where the time stopped some decades ago 
and where visitors can enjoy the beauty of  high moun-
tains that no one owns and no one will ever try to change.

But even by looking at conservation areas exclusively for 
nature, where the wildlife can live without human inter-
ference; wild nature nearly does not exist anymore. The 
glacier areas can be declared as untouched nature because 
humans simply have no interest in the ice, but these re-
gions are getting smaller a smaller caused by global warm-
ing.

Over the last few a years a rethinking took place. Many 
areas that have been destroyed by human interfering are 
slightly getting renaturalised by planting or reafforestation. 
But these activities just started in the last few years so that 
the results can’t yet be seen. Right now, the damage caused 
by new ski slopes, new infrastructure and other construc-
tion projects can be seen all over the Tyrolean landscape 
and this progress has not stopped so far. These buildings 
are, like all others, clearly built and therefore not nature. 
Infrastructure and agricultural areas are also built. There 
still exist these really small parts in Tyrol where there still 
is pure nature. These spots are rare and can only be found 
by taking a really close look.

The interesting thing is that a really big part of  Tyrol is nei-
ther pure nature nor clearly built nature. Parts like a mead-
ows that once belonged to an alpine hut but is no longer 
farmed. Or a forest, that has been built after an avalanche 
or a landslide as a measure of  precaution. Now avalanches 
cannot cause damage to nature anymore and wildlife can 
develop itself. These forestry areas are of  course clearly 
built, but they are built to save nature from destroying it-
self. After some years it is not visible anymore.
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 If  nature recaptures these areas because they are not 
that dangerous anymore or if  the planting didn’t work or 
a ‘natural disaster’ destroyed the landscape once again. 
These areas are slightly getting recaptured by nature but 
still the human intervention can be seen. It will be inter-
esting to see what happens with these regions over the 
next decades. Has the human intervention been too big, 
so that nature has no possibility to recapture these areas 
and transform them as a working part of  the ecosystem 
again or can this retransformation take place? As it is quite 
clear that nature is not a true image of  what Tyrol is or 
what it consists of, then what is really existing within Ty-
rol?

Tyrol is definitely the sporting centre of  Austria where 
the definition of  sports and nature is constantly getting 
confused. As most sports in Tyrol rely on being outside, 
not in stadiums, therefore Tyrol offers being part of  the 
outside as being part of  the nature. This is once again 
a confusing issue, where nature has no role to play with 
such Tyrolean sports. Sports is essential to Tyrol and out 
of  sports stream other factors such as accommodation for 
athletes, restaurant and sporting fashion, with Innsbruck 
housing the head offices for such a sporting company, 
Burton, so it is evident that such small ignored organisa-
tions in reality create Tyrol. All these little organisations 
are what actually make Tyrol what it is today. We ask the 
question after looking for the Tyrol depicted in advertise-
ment, what is the real Tyrol? 

Along with sports Tyrol has culture, history, performing 
arts, music, academics, architecture, lifestyle, infrastruc-
ture, manufacturing and innovation that make up the 
majority of  what the state is today. Over 36,000 people 
that live in Innsbruck study at the local university. They 
are making up 30% of  Innsbruck’s population. A large 
fraction of  the students studying at Innsbruck University 
come from abroad. Without the university already 30% 
people living in Innsbruck is gone. Investment in the uni-
versity ensures that Tyrol maintains its good economy. 

Tyrol has a wide variety of  architecture, from fortresses 
in Kufstein to an outer space like mountain train station. 
Architecture litters the Tyrolean valleys, with lot of  lit-
tle architecture practices starting up along with some big 
named architects living in Tyrol. Many international ar-
chitects frequently fly to Tyrol to work on up and coming 
projects.

Big businesses situate themselves within Tyrol as it is a 
central point in Europe. Swarovski is known to be one 
of  the biggest companies with its headquarters within 
the valleys, contributing millions to the local economy 
through jobs, exports and tourism money.

Tyrol as a organism

Tyrol is the point where east Europe meets the west and 
the north meets the south. Freight trains travel through 
Tyrol every 10 minutes at night. These exports once again 
make Tyrol what it is. Big tunnel projects are being con-
structed to make the region easier to travel through as the 
usage of  the infrastructure is continually growing.

From the few examples given on the wider perspective 
of  Tyrol, nature is not even mentioned, yet without these 
aspects Tyrol just would function in the same way. Tyrol 
is a booming state and will be forever grown as it is such 
a resourceful state. Tyrol should start seeing itself  as the 
commercial capital of  Austria as well as the sporting, the 
natural and enhance such opportunities people can have 
when they come to Tyrol. Instead of  giving false expecta-
tions of  a natural element, why not emphasise what Tyrol 
has and thrives on!
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